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a b s t r a c t

The steady extrusion of viscoelastic materials from a straight, annular die is studied theoretically. The
viscoelastic behavior is modelled using the affine Phan-Thien and Tanner (PTT) constitutive equation of the
exponential form. For the numerical solution of the governing equations the mixed finite element method
is combined with a quasi-elliptic mesh generation scheme in order to capture the large deformations of
the two free surfaces of the extrudate. The elastic-viscous stress splitting technique (EVSS-G) is used to
separate the elastic and viscous contributions to the polymeric part of the stress tensor together with a
streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) weighting for the discretization of the constitutive equation.
This combination of solution methods and constitutive model allows us (i) to compute accurate steady-
state solutions up to very high Weissenberg numbers resulting in very high deformations of the free
surfaces (ii) construct and store the Jacobian matrix, which is necessary to conduct linear stability analysis
for this flow. First, results for the fully developed flow of a PTT liquid inside an annular die are presented.
They reveal a complex interplay between material elasticity, shear thinning and solvent viscosity. Next,
a complete parametric analysis of annular extrusion is performed. Such a complete study using the PTT
model has not been reported before, even at much lower Wi numbers. It is found that swelling of the
material increases sharply up to moderate Weissenberg numbers, whereas its rate of increase is reduced
for higher values of Wi, as shear thinning becomes increasingly important. The latter generally plays a
crucial role, in addition to elasticity, on the swelling of the extrudate. Moreover, as the contribution of the
solvent viscosity increases, the contribution of elastic stresses decreases causing a decrease in the swelling

of the material which approaches the Newtonian limit. The predicted swelling ratios, which characterize
the geometry of the extrudate, are in satisfactory agreement with earlier experimental and theoretical
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. Introduction

The steady extrusion of a viscoelastic liquid through an annular
ie is an important engineering process, since it has many appli-
ations in the polymer processing industry including production of
ipes, of annular preforms to be used in blow molding and of annu-

ar films to be used in film blowing and wire coating. As it is widely
nown, when a viscoelastic fluid is extruded through a slit, a cylin-
rical or an annular die, it experiences significant swelling. This is
aused mainly by the relaxation of the polymeric chains, which,
rom being oriented primarily in the flow direction inside the die,
an relax to any configuration outside it, where the flow field is

ompletely rearranged. Since in most applications accurate dimen-
ions of the extruded products are required, the level of swelling
hat the fluid experiences is an important design parameter. There-
ore the annular extrusion process has been the subject of several

∗ Corresponding author. Fax: +30 2610 996 178.
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ublications in the past. Next we will mention briefly only those
hat seem to be most relevant to the present study.

A nice review on the experimental efforts that have been car-
ied out by various groups to study the annular extrusion has
een given by Garcia-Rejon et al. [1]. Pearson and Trottnow [2]
ere the first to attempt to address this problem theoretically

ollowing the ideas of Tanner [3] for the capillary die swell. A the-
retical study of this problem has been reported by Crochet and
eunings [4]. They were the first to simulate the extrusion of a non-
ewtonian fluid using the finite element method to solve the flow
f a Maxwell fluid exhibiting, however, only small elastic effects.
ore recently, Luo and Mitsoulis [5] presented streamline finite

lement (SFEM) calculations, using the K-BKZ integral model, for a
iscoelastic fluid flowing through straight, converging and diverg-
ng annular dies. Garcia-Rejon et al. [1] used the same viscoelastic
odel also to study the effect of the die geometry on the annular
well, although they employed the finite element method com-
ined with the inconsistent SU4 × 4 method proposed by Marchal
nd Crochet [6]. The annular flow of a power-law and a second order
uid was studied by Seo [7], while shortly after Ahn and Ryan [8]

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03770257
mailto:tsamo@chemeng.upatras.gr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jnnfm.2008.04.007
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sed a finite difference scheme to study the flow of a power-law
uid. Tanoue et al. [9] performed viscoelastic simulations using the
iesekus model reaching high values of the Weissenberg number,
lthough in order to achieve that, they also employed the inconsis-
ent SU4 × 4 method. Subsequently, Tanoue and Iemoto [10] used
he same method to study the effect of different annular die geome-
ries on the flow of a Giesekus fluid. The SFEM method was also
sed to perform simulations for the HDPE using various viscoelastic
odels by Otsuki et al. [11,12]. Very recently, Mitsoulis [13] pre-

ented simulations using the regularized Herschel-Bulkley or the
ower-law fluid models to study the extrusion of pseudoplastic or
iscoplastic fluids. The effect of surface tension and gravity act-
ng in the flow direction on the steady annular extrusion, which
ould become important at small flow rates but was neglected by
ost researchers until then, was studied by Housiadas et al. [14]

or a Newtonian fluid. The same two forces were retained also by
ousiadas and Tsamopoulos [15,16], who used the thin film approx-

mation to study the transient extrusion of annular films obeying
he Oldroyd-B fluid model. More recently, Georgiou [17] presented
imulations to study the effect of inertia at high Reynolds numbers
n the shape of the extrudate for a Newtonian fluid.

Two are the main objectives of this paper (i) to develop an
ccurate and efficient numerical method in order to solve the
xisymmetric and steady extrusion of a viscoelastic material fol-
owing a widely accepted differential constitutive model from an
nnular die and perform an extensive parametric analysis to study
he effect of model parameters on the shape of the extrudate and
ii) to do so in a way that the Jacobian matrix of the entire problem
s generated which would be necessary in order to perform a lin-
ar stability analysis of this problem, an unresolved problem until
ow. The hyperbolic nature of the constitutive equations requires
he values of the elastic stresses far enough inside the die as initial
onditions for the two-dimensional calculations. This necessitates
alculating the elastic stresses for the fully developed annular flow.
o our surprise, results for this kind of flow of an exponential
TT fluid model with or without a solvent viscosity have not been
eported before. In the two-dimensional numerical simulations, we
se the finite element method combined with an elliptic grid gen-
ration scheme for the calculation of the unknown positions of the
nner and outer free surfaces; see Dimakopoulos and Tsamopoulos
18]. We have applied this method to a number of free or moving
oundary problems, such as the transient squeeze of a viscoplastic
aterial between parallel disks, Karapetsas and Tsamopoulos [19];

he displacement of a Newtonian, a viscoelastic or a viscoplastic
uid from a tube, Dimakopoulos and Tsamopoulos [20–22]; the
eformation and displacement of several bubbles inside a filament
ndergoing stretching, Foteinopoulou et al. [23] and the steady
ubble rise and entrapment in Bingham fluids, Tsamopoulos et al.
24].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
resent the governing equations and the boundary conditions for
his problem. The numerical algorithm, used in our calculations, is
riefly described in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the results
f the extensive parametric analysis that we performed for a vis-
oelastic fluid undergoing either fully developed flow inside the
nnular die or flow inside the die and extrusion from it. Finally
oncluding remarks are made in Section 5.

. Problem formulation
We consider the steady, axisymmetric flow of a viscoelastic fluid
s it is extruded from an annular die. The fluid is incompressible
ith constant density �, relaxation time � and total dynamic vis-

osity�=�s +�p, where�s and�p are the viscosities of the solvent

o
u
P
e
w
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nd the polymer, respectively. The flow geometry, which is exam-
ned here, is depicted in Fig. 1. The viscoelastic fluid flows inside
n annular die of inner radius Ri, outer radius Ro and length L1 and
s it exits from the die it swells and rearranges its shape. The fluid
otion is simulated until far from the die exit, at distance L2, the

ow becomes fully developed. There, the inner and outer radii of
he material are H1 and H2, respectively.

We scale all lengths with the outer radius of the annular die,
o, and velocities with the mean velocity, V, at the die entrance. In
ddition both the pressure and stress components are scaled with
viscous scale, �V/Ro. Thus, the dimensionless groups that arise

re the Reynolds number, Re =�VRo/�, the Weissenberg number,
i =�V/Ro, the ratio of the solvent viscosity over the total viscos-

ty,ˇ =�s/�, and the geometric ratios l1 = L1/Ro, l2 = L2/Ro, hi = Hi/Ro,
o = Ho/Ro and a = Ri/Ro.

Inserting the previously defined characteristic quantities into
he radial and axial momentum balances and the mass conservation
quation, we obtain:

e v- · ∇- v- + ∇- P − ∇- · �-- = 0 (1)

- · v- = 0 (2)

here ∇- denotes the gradient operator for cylindrical coordinates,
and P are the axisymmetric velocity and pressure fields, respec-

ively, and �--
is the extra stress tensor, which is split into a purely

iscous part, 2ˇ�̇
--

and a polymeric contribution �--p:

--
= 2ˇ�̇

--
+ �--p (3)

here �̇
--

is the rate-of-strain tensor defined as �̇
--

= 1/2(∇- v- + ∇- v-T).
To complete the description, a constitutive equation that

escribes the rheology of the fluid is required in order to determine
he polymeric part of the extra stress tensor. As such we use the fol-
owing differential model that has been proposed by Phan-Thien
nd Tanner [25].

(�--p)�--p +Wi ♦�--p − 2(1 − ˇ)�̇
--

= 0 (4)

here the symbol ♦ over the viscoelastic stress denotes the
ordon–Schowalter derivative defined as

♦

--
= DX--
Dt

− (∇- v- − �s�̇--
)T · X-- − X-- · (∇- v- − �s�̇--

) (5)

here X--
is any second order tensor. Two forms of the PTT model

re in common use, namely the linearized form [25], where the
unction Y(�--p) is

(�--p) = 1 + ε

1 − ˇWi tr�--p (6a)

nd the exponential form [26] with

(�--p) = exp
[

ε

1 − ˇWi tr�--p

]
(6b)

The linearized form of this model has been used successfully
y Luo and Tanner [27] in simulating extrusion of a viscoelastic
aterial from either a planar or a cylindrical (axisymmetric) die

p to relatively high Wi numbers. In our simulations we have used
he exponential form of the PTT model. Both PTT models have two
arameters, �s and ε. The first one is related to the non-affine
otion of the polymer chains with respect to the macroscopic
otion of the continuum. By setting �s equal to zero no such motion
r slip is allowed, the Gordon–Schowalter derivative reduces to the
pper convective one and the fluid model is referred to as the affine
TT model. The other parameter, ε, imposes an upper limit to the
longational viscosity, which increases as this parameter decreases,
hile it introduces elongational thinning. Moreover ε is related to
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the flow

he shear-thinning behavior of the model. Clearly, the PTT model
educes to the OLDROYD-B model by setting both ε= 0 and �s = 0.
etaining the zero values for ε and �s and additionally setting ˇ = 0,
he PTT model reduces to the UCM model.

In order to solve accurately and efficiently various viscoelastic
ows Rajagopalan et al. [28] introduced the elastic-viscous split
tress (EVSS) formulation. This method consists of splitting the
olymeric part of the extra stress tensor into a purely elastic and a
iscous part

--p = -̇-
+ 2(1 − ˇ)�̇

--
(7)

The success of this scheme resides on the fact that the ellip-
ic nature of the momentum equations is ensured even for ˇ = 0.
rown et al. [29] proposed a modification of this idea, called EVSS-
, according to which an independent (continuous) interpolation,

--
, of the components of the (discontinuous, if calculated from the
elocity FE interpolation) velocity gradient tensor, ∇- v-, is intro-
uced wherever the latter arises in the constitutive equation. Thus
ompatibility in the finite element representation between elastic
tress, -̇-

, andG--
in the constitutive equation is achieved, even where

he velocity vector reduces to zero. This is particularly important
or the terms involving spatial derivatives of ∇- v-, which are substi-
uted with derivatives of G--

. The additional equation that must be
olved is

--
= ∇- v- (8)

Thus after reformulating the momentum and constitutive equa-
ions using the EVSS-G formulation we obtain

ev- · ∇- v- + ∇- P − ∇- · -̇-
− 2∇- · �̇

--
= 0 (9)

(�--p) -̇-
+Wi

♦

-̇-
+ 2Wi(1 − ˇ)

♦
D--

− 2(1 − ˇ)(1 − Y(�--p))D--
= 0 (10)

here D--
= 1/2(G--

+ G--
T). Moreover the definition of the

ordon–Schowalter derivative becomes
♦

--
= DX--
Dt

− (G--
− �sD--

)T · X-- − X-- · (G--
− �sD--

) (11)

Along the free surfaces of the fluid, we ignore the effect of sur-
ace tension, since in most viscoelastic flows it is rather negligible.
herefore the force balance equation, after setting the pressure in
he surrounding fluid to zero (datum pressure), becomes

- · (−PI-- + �--) = 0 (12)

here n- is the outward unit normal to the free surface. Moreover,
he velocity component normal to this free surface is zero
· v = 0 (13)

On both walls of the annular die (r = a, r = 1 and 0 ≤ z ≤ l1) we
mpose the usual no-slip and no-penetration conditions

r = 0, vz = 0 (14)

a
T

v

etry and coordinate system.

Boundary conditions must be also applied at the entrance of the
ie and at the outflow boundary. We consider that both boundaries
re far enough from the die exit and thus we can assume that the
ow there is fully developed. Therefore at the outflow boundary
z = l1 + l2) we impose the following conditions of fully developed
lug flow

r = 0 (15)

∂vz

∂z
= 0 (16)

At the die entrance (z = 0), besides the boundary conditions for
he velocity we also have to apply boundary conditions for the poly-

eric part of the stresses due to the hyperbolic character of the
onstitutive equation. Since the flow there is fully developed, the
adial velocity is equal to zero, 
r = 0, while the axial velocity as
ell as the stresses depend only on the radial direction. As for the
ressure, it can be easily shown using the radial component of the
omentum equation that it varies only in the axial direction. From

he axial component of the momentum equations we obtain

1
r

∂

∂r
(r�rz) = dP

dz
(17)

hich using Eq. (3) gives

1
r

∂

∂r

(
r
(
�prz + ˇdvz

dr

))
= dP

dz
(18)

Moreover, for the affine PTT constitutive model, �s = 0, the nor-
al radial and azimuthal components of the polymeric stresses

anish

prr = �p�� = 0 (19a)

hile the following reduced equations determine the remaining
wo stress components

(�--p)�prz = (1 − ˇ)
dvz

dr
(19b)

(�--p)�pzz = 2Wi�prz
dvz

dr
(19c)

Eqs. (18), (19b) and (19c) can be solved numerically by impos-
ng on the annular die walls (r = a, r = 1) the no-slip condition, 
z = 0.
he pressure drop, dP/dz, which appears in the above equations, is
etermined by requiring that the mean velocity is equal to unity,
ince the mean velocity at the inflow boundary, V, is used as a char-

cteristic velocity for making the model equations dimensionless.
herefore the additional equation that arises is

¯ z = 2

∫ 1

a

vz r dr = 1 (20)
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. Numerical implementation

In order to solve numerically the above set of equations we have
hosen the mixed finite element method to discretize the velocity,
ressure and stress fields, combined with an elliptic grid generation
cheme for the tessellation of the deformed physical domain.

.1. Elliptic grid generation

The grid generation scheme consists of a system of quasi-elliptic
artial differential equations, capable of generating a boundary
tted tessellation of the deforming domain occupied by the liq-
id. Here we will only present our adaptation of its essential

eatures to the current problem. The interested reader may refer
o Dimakopoulos and Tsamopoulos [18] for further details on all
he important issues of the method. With this scheme the phys-
cal domain (r, z) is mapped onto a computational one (�, �). A
xed computational mesh is generated in the latter domain while,
hrough the mapping, the corresponding mesh in the physical
omain follows its deformations. As computational domain we
hoose here the volume that would be occupied by the fluid if
here was no swelling at all during the extrusion and the extruded

aterial retained the same cross-section that it had inside the die.
his mapping is based on the solution of the following system of
uasi-elliptic partial differential equations

- ·

⎧⎨
⎩

⎛
⎝ε1

√
r2
�

+ z2
�

r2� + z2
�

+ (1 − ε1)

⎞
⎠∇- �

⎫⎬
⎭ = 0 (21)

- · ∇- � = 0 (22)

here the subscripts denote differentiation with respect to the
ndicated variable and ε1 is a parameter that controls the smooth-
ess of the mapping relative to the degree of orthogonality of the
esh lines. This is adjusted by trial and error; here it is set to 0.1.
oreover, it should be noted that special care was taken so that

he mesh lines of the computational domain are clustered near the
ie exit in the �-direction (axially) and near the die walls in the
-direction (radially) in order to better resolve the widely known
ingularity that arises there. This was performed following the ideas
n Chung [30]. More details and the exact formulas that were used
an be found in Karapetsas [31].

In order to solve the above system of differential equations,
ppropriate boundary conditions must be imposed. On the fixed
oundaries, we impose the equations that define their position,
nd the remaining degrees of freedom are used for optimally dis-
ributing the nodes along these boundaries. In addition, along the

oving interface we impose the no penetration condition:

· v = 0 (23)

ogether with a condition that imposes the appropriate distribution
f nodes along the free surface; see Dimakopoulos and Tsamopou-
os [18]. In order to illustrate the quality of the resulting mesh
roduced following our method we present in Fig. 2 a blowup of the
hysical domain close to the die exit, restricting z to 0.8 ≤ z ≤ 4.5,
hereas l1 = 1.5 and l2 = 15. As we can see the mesh is denser where

t is needed the most, around the two triple contact points because
t is well-known that a singularity arises there which requires spe-
ial attention. For clarity in this figure, we show the rectangular
lements generated by our mesh generation method and before

ppropriately splitting each rectangle into two triangles and a case
ith 20 and 330, radial and azimuthal elements, respectively. We

hould note here that the splitting of the rectangular elements
hould be performed so that at each lip of the annular die four tri-
ngular elements share one of their nodes. In this way the shape of

e

|

v
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he triangular elements in that region will not be significantly dis-
orted even for very large deformations of the extrudate permitting
he calculations up to very high Weissenberg numbers.

.2. Mixed finite element method

The computational domain is tessellated using triangular ele-
ents because they conform better to the large deformations of the

hysical domain and can sustain larger distortions than the rectan-
ular ones. We approximate the velocity and position vector with
-node Lagrangian basis functions, �i, and the pressure, the elastic
tresses as well as the velocity gradients with 3-node Lagrangian
asis functions,  i.

For the momentum and mass balances we employ the finite
lement/Galerkin method, which after applying the divergence the-
rem reduces them into the following weak forms

˝

[Rev- · ∇v-�i − P∇- �i +∇- �i · -̇-
+ 2∇- �i · �̇

--
] d˝−

∫


[n- · �-- ]�i d = 0 (24)

˝

 i∇- · v- d˝ = 0 (25)

here d� and d� are the differential volume and surface area,
espectively. Henceforth, we will set Re = 0, because viscous forces
ominate inertia in most polymeric flows. The surface integral that
ppears in the momentum equation is split into six parts, each
ne corresponding to a boundary of the physical domain and the
elevant boundary condition is applied therein.

The weak form of the mesh generation equations is derived
imilarly by applying the divergence theorem:

˝

⎛
⎝ε1

√
r2
�

+ z2
�

r2� + z2
�

+ (1 − ε1)

⎞
⎠∇- � · ∇- �i d˝ = 0 (26)

˝

∇- � · ∇- �i d˝ = 0 (27)

The continuous approximation of the components of the veloc-
ty gradient tensor is determined by

˝

(G--
− ∇- · v-) i d˝ = 0 (28)

Finally the constitutive equation, due to its hyperbolic charac-
er, is discretized using the SUPG method proposed by Brooks and
ughes [32]

˝

[
Y(�--p) -̇-

+Wi
♦

-̇-
+ 2Wi(1 − ˇ)

♦
D--

− 2(1 − ˇ)(1 − Y(�--p))D--

]

�i d˝ = 0 (29)

here the weighting function �i is formed from the finite element
asis function for the elastic stress components according to

i =  i + h

|v-|v- · ∇- i (30)

here |v-| is the mean velocity and h is a characteristic length in

ach element. The mean velocity |v-| in an element is defined as

v-| = 1/3
3∑
n=1

|v-|n, |v-|n denoting the magnitude of the velocity at the

ertices of the corresponding triangular element. As a characteristic
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by the shear-thinning nature of the PTT fluid model, through the
parameter ε. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the ratio of the local
shear viscosity over the zero shear viscosity on the radial posi-
tion for various Wi values and for the same other parameters as
Fig. 2. Typical mesh for Wi = 0.4, ε= 0.02, ˇ = 0.111 and a = 0.7, l1 =

ength, h, we used the square root of the area of each triangular
lement.

Dimakopoulos and Tsamopoulos [21] have proposed a decou-
led scheme for solving the momentum, stress and mesh equations
hich has proved very robust and fast for solving time-dependent
roblems. However, this scheme was not as successful in solv-

ng the steady viscoelastic annular extrusion, because convergence
ailed at relatively low Weissenberg numbers. Instead we solved
he resulting set of algebraic equations simultaneously for all
ariables (velocities, pressure, stresses, node location) using the
ewton–Raphson method, which permitted convergence up to
igh Weissenberg numbers. The entire Jacobian matrix that is
enerated, during each Newton iteration, is stored in compressed
parse row (CSR) format. An additional advantage of this method
s that the Jacobian matrix is now available for determining the
inear stability analysis of this flow. Two different methods have
een used for the solution of the linearized equations. The first
ne uses a Krylov iteration method, BI-CGSTAB [33] with an incom-
lete LU preconditioning, while the second one resorts to Gaussian
limination using PARDISO, a robust direct sparse matrix solver,
chenk and Gärtner [34,35]. Although the solution of one step of
he Newton–Raphson method was faster with BI-CGSTAB than with
ARDISO, the performance of the latter was enhanced significantly
y the use of the modified Newton–Raphson method, which does
ot update the Jacobian matrix and its LU decomposition after each

teration, but only after a criterion of decreased convergence rate is
xceeded. With this technique PARDISO needed less time than BI-
GSTAB to perform a continuation in the Weissenberg number. The

terations of the Newton–Raphson method are terminated using a
olerance for the absolute error of the residual vector, which is set
t 10−9. The code was written in Fortran 90 and was run on a work-
tation with dual Dual Core Xeon CPU at 2.8 GHz in the laboratory of
omputational fluid dynamics. Each calculation typically required
–2 days to complete.

. Results and discussion

.1. Fully developed flow inside an annular die

As mentioned earlier, at the inflow boundary, the velocity field as
ell as the elastic stresses must be imposed. For that reason we have

o solve numerically the one-dimensional momentum and consti-
utive equations for the fully developed viscoelastic annular flow.
t would be useful to present these results separately, since laminar
nnular flows of non-Newtonian fluids are frequently encountered
n industry, such examples being flow inside an annular extruder,
ow inside an annular heat exchanger and flow between the drilling
haft and the surrounding soil. A nice presentation of the earlier
orks in this area has been given by Pinho and Oliveira [36]. To our

urprise we found out that when it comes to viscoelastic annular

ows very few theoretical/numerical works exist in the literature.
inho and Oliveira [36] published recently an analytical solution
or a viscoelastic fluid using the linear PTT model, assuming that
he intermolecular slip parameter, �s, as well as the viscosity ratio,
, are both equal to zero. We will present here results for the expo-
= 15. For clarity we show rectangular elements for 0.8 ≤ z ≤ 4.5.

ential PTT model allowing for the solvent viscosity ratio, ˇ, to
ave nonzero values while retaining �s = 0. Primarily because of the
xponential function in the constitutive equation, this form of the
TT model does not admit an analytical solution.

Fig. 3 shows the velocity profiles for various Wi numbers and
or ε= 0.02, ˇ = 0.111 and ˛= 0.7. Although the profiles may gener-
lly seem to be symmetric with respect to the mid point of the
nnular opening, closer observation reveals that they are not sym-
etric and they should not be in an annular geometry. As expected

or low elasticity (Wi = 0.1) the velocity profile resembles the one
rom the Newtonian case, while as Wi increases the profile changes
ignificantly becoming more flattened indicating the effect of shear
hinning. Such an effect is not present in purely elastic fluid models
ε= 0), e.g. the Oldroyd-B model, but it is present in a PTT fluid. We
bserve though that this variation is not monotonic. For example,
he maximum value of the axial velocity decreases as Wi increases
p to Wi = 2, whereas it increases when Wi increases further. This

s in contrast with the solution for the velocity profile provided
y Pinho and Oliveira [36] for ˇ = 0 where a monotonic variation
f the max 
z was observed. We believe that this non-monotonic
ehavior is caused by the presence of the solvent viscosity in the
odel. Another indication that this is the case is provided by Cruz

t al. [37] who developed an analytical solution for the flow inside
cylindrical pipe considering a linear PTT fluid with a Newtonian

olvent contribution (ˇ /= 0). Although they studied thoroughly the
ffect of the ratio of the solvent viscosity over the total viscosity, ˇ,
hey did not report results showing the effect of the Weissenberg
umber. From their analytical solution however, it can be easily
hown that as Wi increases the same non-monotonic variation of
he velocity profile arises.

The overall variation of the velocity profile is primarily caused
Fig. 3. Velocity profiles for various Wi and for ε= 0.02, ˇ = 0.111, a = 0.7.
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ues of ε, the variation of the velocity profile is again nonmonotonic.
From Fig. 7, which shows the variation of the shear viscosity along
the radial direction for the same parameters as in Fig. 6, we deduce
that the change in the monotonicity of the velocity profile occurs
Fig. 4. Shear viscosity for various Wi and for ε= 0.02, ˇ = 0.111, a = 0.7.

n Fig. 3. For all values of Wi the shear viscosity of a PTT fluid
odel approaches its upper limiting value and �/�o = 1 for van-

shing shear rate at a particular point of the annular gap. For low
lasticity (Wi = 0.1) this ratio of shear viscosities remains almost
nity everywhere except for a small region near the walls where
he shear rate is higher causing shear thinning in the material. As

i increases the viscosity decreases even more, because the expo-
ential term inducing shear thinning in the PTT model increases
oth with ε and � (or Wi); see also the analytical expression given
y Pinho and Oliveira [36] (their Eq. (11)). For Wi ≤ 2 the viscos-
ty changes gradually all over the flow domain. However for higher

i numbers the flow domain seems to be divided in two regions. A
egion near the annular die walls, where the viscosity is almost uni-
orm and has very low values due to the increased shear-thinning,
nd one in the middle where the shear viscosity increases abruptly
ecause of the low shear rate in that area. This dual nature of
he shear viscosity predicted by this PTT model resembles the one
mposed by the so-called bi-viscosity models. We also observe that
or high elasticity (Wi = 20) the shear viscosity near the die walls has
lmost reached its asymptote to the Newtonian solvent viscosity
ecause of the very high shear rate that arises there. The existence
f the two distinct regions one of high and variable viscosity and
he other with low and almost constant viscosity that appear in the
igher Wi number profiles of shear viscosity directly corresponds
o the velocity profiles that are nearly flat around the middle of the
nnular opening.

The effect of elasticity on the polymeric part of the shear stress,
prz, and the normal stress, �pzz, is given in Fig. 5a where we show
heir variation across the annular gap. The magnitude of the shear
tress decreases monotonically with Wi in contrast to the magni-
ude of the normal stress whose variation is nonmonotonic. Pinho
nd Oliveira [36] noted that, when ˇ = 0, if the stresses are scaled
ith the inner wall shear stress, �w, then all the different curves

or the shear stress collapse onto a single curve while the variation
f the normal stress becomes monotonic as Wi increases. When a
ewtonian solvent contribution is present (ˇ = 0.111), as it is shown

n Fig. 5b, the curves for the shear stress do not collapse on a sin-
le curve while the variation of the normal stresses still becomes
onotonic. Moreover we observe that the axial stresses become

ore and more significant compared to the shear stresses as the
i number increases due to elasticity.
It would be interesting to study the effect of the elongation

arameter, ε, which introduces in the PTT model the effect of shear
nd elongational thinning. Fig. 6 shows the velocity profiles for

F
ˇ

ig. 5. (a) Stress profiles for various Wi and for ε= 0.02, ˇ = 0.111, a = 0.7 and (b)
tress profiles scaled with the inner wall shear stress for various Wi and for ε= 0.02,
= 0.111, a = 0.7.

i = 1,ˇ = 0.111 and a = 0.7 for various values of ε. For ε= 0 the veloc-
ty profile is the same with a Newtonian fluid while the solution is
ndependent of Wi, since the solution for an Oldroyd-B fluid is the
ame for all Wi numbers. Moreover, we observe that for high val-
ig. 6. Dependence of the velocity profile on the elongation parameter � for Wi = 1,
= 0.111, a = 0.7.
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we denote the Weissenberg based on the annular gap, ı= Ro − Ri,
ig. 7. Dependence of the shear viscosity on the elongation parameter � for Wi = 1,
= 0.111, a = 0.7.

round the value of ε for which the same qualitative change in the
hear viscosity variation arises as in Fig. 4, where the dependence of
he shear viscosity on Wi was presented. Indeed, whereas for low
alues of ε the shear viscosity changes gradually along the radial
irection, for ε= 0.5 the shear viscosity exhibits low and almost
onstant values for a wide region near the annular die walls, while
t rises abruptly around the middle. For this value of ε the velocity
rofile is closest to becoming uniform for a fairly wide area around
he middle of the gap.

The dependence of shear and normal stresses on the radial dis-
ance is shown in Fig. 8. Once again, the magnitude of the shear
tress, �prz, decreases monotonically with ε due to the increased
hear thinning. As for the normal stress, �pzz, it takes very high
alues near the die walls for ε= 0 since the Oldroyd-B model
redicts infinite elongational viscosity at higher shear rates. How-
ver, as ε increases the elongational viscosity takes finite values
hich decrease with ε and, consequently, the normal stress, �pzz,
ecreases.

Fig. 9 presents the dependence of the velocity profile on the
olvent viscosity ratio for Wi = 1, ε= 0.02 and a = 0.7. As expected

or high solvent fraction, ˇ = 0.9, the profile resembles the one of a
ewtonian fluid. Asˇ decreases and the fluid becomes more elastic

he velocity profile becomes flatter. This happens because as can be
een in Fig. 10 the shear viscosity compared to the zero shear rate

ig. 8. Dependence of the stress profile on the elongation parameter ε for Wi = 1,
= 0.111, a = 0.7.

a
t
t

F
a

ig. 9. Effect of the solvent viscosity ratio on the velocity profile for Wi = 1, ε= 0.02,
= 0.7.

iscosity forˇ = 0.9 is very close to unity, whereas asˇdecreases the
hear thinning of the viscoelastic fluid becomes more significant.
or the particular choice of Wi and ε in Figs. 9 and 10 the viscosity
rofile never becomes flat near the wall and correspondingly the
elocity profile never becomes nearly flat around the middle of the
ap, irrespective of the value of ˇ. The variations for both the shear
nd normal stresses with ˇ, at fixed Wi, are qualitatively similar to
hose in Fig. 8 and will not be given here; Karapetsas [31].

It is interesting to see the effect of the solvent viscosity ratio
n the Fanning friction factor, which is the dimensionless pres-
ure gradient driving the flow and, hence, an important engineering
arameter. The friction factor for an annular die is defined as

≡ −dP
dz

2(1 − a)2

Re
(31)

In order to study how the viscoelastic results differ from the
ewtonian solution we show in Fig. 11 the dependence of the ratio
f fRe to the corresponding Newtonian value, (fRe)N, on the group
1/2Wi for various values of the solvent viscosity ratio. With Wi
nd thus Wi� =�U/ı= Wi/(1 −˛). Pinho and Oliveira [36] noted that
here is no influence of the radius ratio, a, on the variation of the fric-
ion factor with elasticity, when it is measured by ε1/2Wi�, which

ig. 10. Effect of the solvent viscosity ratio on the shear viscosity for Wi = 1, ε= 0.02,
= 0.7.
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Table 1
Properties of typical finite element meshes used in this paper (a = 0.9, l1 = 1, l2 = 50)

Mesh Number of 1D radial elements Number of 1D axial elements Number of triangular elements Number of unknowns �rmin �zmin

M1 10 165 3,300 46,064 0.010 0.022
M 7
M 13
M 20
M 30
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2 15 250
3 20 330
4 25 415
5 30 500

ombines fluid elasticity and extensibility in a way that is most
ppropriate for a PTT fluid; see also Oliveira and Pinho [38]. Then
ll the curves of the friction factor collapse onto a master curve.
he same holds even in our case where a Newtonian solvent con-
ribution is present and each curve of fRe/(fRe)N for a given ˇ is also
master curve. The friction factor ratio decreases very quickly for

ow values of ε1/2Wi�, due to shear thinning, while it gradually lev-
ls off at higher values of ε1/2Wi�. Furthermore, as ˇ increases the
riction factor departs less from the Newtonian case, as expected.
t is noteworthy that in these calculations Wi and even more so

i� assume very large values, without causing any numerical prob-
ems.

.2. Annular die swell

In order to describe the swelling of the annular extrudate in the
umerical simulations that follow one can use three parameters,
nly two of which are independent: the outer radius swell, Swo,
he inner radius swell, Swi and the thickness swell, Sw, which are
efined as

wo = Ho

Ro
(32a)

wi = Hi

Ri
(32b)

w = Ho −Hi

Ro − Ri
(32c)

Moreover, the total pressure drop in the system, �P, was also

sed to evaluate the exit pressure losses, which is an important
esign parameter, defined as

x = �P −�Po

2�w
(33)

ig. 11. Ratio of the viscoelastic to the Newtonian friction factor as a function of
1/2Wi� for various solvent viscosity ratios.
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W

,500 102,284 0.007 0.013
,200 177,914 0.005 0.010
,750 277,684 0.004 0.007
,000 399,554 0.003 0.006

here�Po is the pressure drop for fully developed flow in a straight
nnulus of the same length and radius ratio as the die, and �w the
orresponding shear stress at the inner die wall.

.2.1. Code validation
First, we performed several tests in order to check the conver-

ence of the numerical procedure and the overall solution accuracy.
ome useful data concerning the meshes which were used in this
tudy are presented in Table 1.

The convergence with mesh refinement of the final outer and
nner radius and thickness swell ratios of the annular extrudate
or ε= 0.02, ˇ = 0.3, a = 0.9, l1 = 1, l2 = 50 and for two different Wi
umbers is presented in Table 2. Evidently, the calculated swelling
atios converge with mesh refinement. We should note also that the
onvergence rate with mesh refinement is influenced mainly by the
alue of ε. In this Table data are reported for quite low values of ε.
ncreasing this parameter, typically improves the convergence rate,
ince it decreases the elongational viscosity and increases shear
hinning (see also Fig. 8) reducing the stress gradients. On the other
and, it should be expected that for low values of ε steeper stress
radients will arise, especially near geometric singularities, making
ecessary local refinement of the mesh around these regions in
rder to adequately resolve the stresses. Hence, special care was
aken so that the size of the elements around the triple contact
oints is kept roughly constant and smaller than in other parts of
he domain; see also Fig. 2. In all cases to be presented subsequently
mesh was used with node distribution the same as that in the M3
esh. Depending on the gap opening the density in the r-direction

ould vary slightly, but not the number of nodes in this direction.
To quantify the error and its dependence on the mesh we pre-

ared Fig. 12. The rate of convergence with mesh refinement is
ssessed by computing the Euclidean norm of the differences of
he values at the die exit (z = l1) obtained with any mesh to those
btained by the finest mesh (M5) for the same variables. This is a

ery strict test as the norms are not “diluted” with parts of the solu-
ion which is easily and fully converged, i.e. away from the singular
oints, but are affected by the presence of the two singularities that
rise at the two die lips of the annular die. For the computation
f the norms the values of all variables at meshes other than the

able 2
alculated outer, inner radius and thickness of the annular extrudate for ε= 0.02,
= 0.3, a = 0.9, l1 = 1, l2 = 50

esh Swo Swi Sw

i = 0.1
M1 1.08707 1.02860 1.61326
M2 1.10038 1.03732 1.66787
M3 1.10563 1.04146 1.68309
M4 1.11403 1.04692 1.71801
M5 1.11661 1.04905 1.72459

i = 1.0
M1 1.46981 1.45967 1.56098
M2 1.52798 1.51312 1.66172
M3 1.56497 1.54956 1.70355
M4 1.58631 1.57041 1.72944
M5 1.59793 1.58236 1.73798
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and Wi = 0.0276 which corresponds to De = 0.7 according to their
definition and is the largest value of this parameter used in that
paper. The die size and the extend of the computational domain
are determined from a = 0.75, l1 = 1.5, l2 = 15. Table 4 demonstrates
ig. 12. The relative error of the axial velocity, the pressure and the stresses at the
eference value the solution with the mesh M5 is used, while the vectors 
z,i , Pi ,�rr

oarsest one were interpolated at the locations corresponding to
he coarsest mesh. Clearly for the axial velocity and the stresses the
elative error decreases more than quadratically with mesh refine-
ent. As for the pressure we observe that its relative error does

ot decrease monotically with mesh for the coarsest meshes. How-
ver even for the coarsest mesh the relative error of the pressure is
maller that the one of the stresses.

Another important factor is the location of the inflow and out-
ow boundaries where we consider the flow to be fully developed
nd impose the respective boundary conditions. Their position

hould be chosen so that it has no effect on any of the problem
ariables. Indeed Table 3 for Wi = 1, ε= 0.02, ˇ = 0.111, a = 0.9 shows
hat the swelling ratios are affected only in the fourth significant
igit, while increasing the location of the two exterior boundaries

able 3
ependence of the calculated outer and inner final extrudate radius on the distance
f the inflow and outflow boundaries from the annular die exit for Wi = 1, ε= 0.02,
= 0.111 and a = 0.9

1 l2 Swo Swi Sw

25 1.55550 1.54792 1.62372
50 1.55821 1.55134 1.62003

t

T
C
[
(

N

W

xit (z = l1) for Wi = 1, ε= 0.02, ˇ = 0.3, ˛= 0.9, l1 = 1, l2 = 50 and various meshes. As a
i,�zz,i ,���,i are calculated using the meshes M1, M2, M3 and M4.

y a factor of two. In all cases to be presented in the following, the
ength inside the annular die has been set at 5–10 times the die

idth, ı, whereas the length of the extrudate outside the die has
een increased until convergence.

Finally we compared our results with the ones given by Crochet
nd Keunings [4] for a Newtonian or a UCM fluid with ε= 0, ˇ = 0,
hat the agreement between the two sets of data is very satisfactory.

able 4
omparison of the swelling for an annular die as given by Crochet and Keunings
4] and predicted by the present analysis for either a Newtonian or a UCM fluid
Wi = 0.276, ε= 0, ˇ = 0, a = 0.75, l1 = 1.5, l2 = 15)

Swo Swi Sw Ex

ewtonian
Present analysis 1.057 1.018 1.173 0.16
Crochet and Keunings [4] 1.055 1.016 1.170 0.14

i = 0.0276
Present analysis 1.060 1.022 1.176 0.27
Crochet and Keunings [4] 1.059 1.022 1.174 0.27
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Fig. 13. Contour plots of radial, upper half, and axial velocit

.2.2. Effect of viscoelasticity
To set the stage for the discussion that follows, it is useful to

xamine first the extrusion of a Newtonian fluid (Wi = 0) from an
nnular die. Fig. 13 illustrates the flow field for an annular die with
adius ratio a = 0.7 and l1 = 1.5, l2 = 25. In addition to the shape of
he extrudate, this figure presents the contour plots of the radial
nd axial velocity, on the upper and lower half, respectively. The
otal number of contour lines in each part of this and all subse-
uent similar plots is 20, unless it is denoted otherwise. The radial
elocity is zero almost everywhere except for a region around the
ie exit, where the velocity field is rearranging from the fully devel-
ped shear flow inside the die to the shear free flow outside it. The
adial velocity has its maximum value (positive) near the outer free
urface, while its minimum value (negative) is near the inner one,
ince, even for a Newtonian fluid, the extrudate swells slightly in
oth radial directions. Moreover, far from the die where the flow
ecomes again fully developed, the radial velocity tends to zero. As
or the axial velocity, it has the well-known from standard text-
ooks profile inside the die which, as the fluid approaches and
asses through the exit of the die, gradually turns into a plug flow
rofile. Its maximum retains the value and the location it had for
ully developed flow at z = 0 almost all the way to the die exit.

Changing the rheological properties of the fluid should affect
ualitatively certain characteristics of the flow. Fig. 14 illustrates the
nnular extrusion for a viscoelastic fluid with Wi = 3 and for ε= 0.02,
= 0.3 while the same geometric parameters are used as in the
revious Newtonian case. It is obvious that the shapes of the calcu-

ated free surfaces have changed significantly. The normal stresses,
hich are present due to the elasticity of the material, cause much

arger swelling in the extrudate than in the Newtonian case. Fig. 14a
epicts contour lines of 
r and 
z on the upper and lower half of the
gure, respectively. The values of the radial velocity outside the die
ave increased in comparison to those for a Newtonian fluid; they
ave almost doubled, reflecting the increased swelling of the extru-
ate. As for the axial velocity, while it has changed a little around
he die exit, it remains qualitatively the same. The variation of the
ressure field is shown on the upper half of Fig. 14b. Inside the
ie the pressure varies almost linearly in the axial direction, the
ain flow direction, up to almost the edge of the die where, as it is

xpected, the flow becomes two-dimensional. On the lower half of

ig. 14b, the variation of the second invariant of the rate of strain
s depicted. It takes nonzero values inside the die where the flow
s dominated by shear, but very small values outside the die where
he flow is shear-free. Its maximum value arises at the inner die
ip where, as already mentioned, a singularity in the pressure and

v
a
a
a
f

er half, for a Newtonian fluid and for a = 0.7, l1 = 1.5, l2 = 25.

tress fields exists. Contour lines of �prr and �prz, upper and lower
alf of Fig. 14c, respectively, show that these stress components
ary mostly around the two triple contact points and their mag-
itude decreases very rapidly away from them. Finally in Fig. 14d
ontour lines of �pzz (upper half) and �p�� (lower half) are given. The
xial normal stress varies mainly inside the die and takes its max-
mum value at the inner die lip, while outside the die it decreases
apidly except for the surface of the extrudate, where it takes longer
o become zero. On the contrary, the azimuthal normal stress, �p��,
aries mainly outside the die where the swelling of the fluid takes
lace. By focusing on the upper lip of the die exit we can examine
loser the polymeric stresses, �prz and �pzz. This is shown in Fig. 15,
hich gives 20 contour lines for each stress component only in

he region r ≥ 0.81 and 1 ≤ z ≤ 2.1. The smoothness of the contours
without any special post-processing of the raw data) testifies the
igh quality of the obtained results, still with the M3 mesh given

n Table 1. Moreover, the closeness of the stress contours not only
t the corner itself but also at the nearby free surface of the extru-
ate indicates that the corner singularity may help in generating
oundary layers in stress further downstream.

To examine the effect of the Weissenberg number on the stress
ensor, we have plotted in Fig. 16 the contour lines of �pzz (upper
alf) and �p�� (lower half) for Wi = 1 while keeping the rest of the
arameters the same as in Fig. 14. We observe that by decreas-

ng Wi the values of the stresses increase, while qualitatively their
ariation remains the same. This seemingly unexpected trend, in
act, agrees with the results in Fig. 5a, where it was observed that
nside the die and for fully developed flow the values of �prz and �pzz

ncrease rapidly for Wi up to 0.5, while from Wi = 2 and above they
ecrease, because the increased Wi increases not only the elasticity

evel but also the shear thinning in the material.
Fig. 17 shows the dependence of the shape of the two free sur-

aces on the elasticity of the fluid for ε= 0.02, ˇ = 0.3, a = 0.9, l1 = 1,
2 = 30. Clearly, the swelling increases significantly with Wi, and for

i = 10 the final outer radius of the extrudate has increased by more
han 100%. In agreement with the discussion related to Fig. 16,
he swelling increases faster for the lower values of Wi, whereas
or larger elasticity values, shear thinning increases as well, which
ecreases the normal stresses and, hence, the extrudate swelling
ecelerates. Moreover, an interesting observation is that for high

alues of Wi the free surfaces are not a monotonic function of z. The
xial position where the maximum is attained moves downstream
s Wi increases. For Wi = 1 the maximum for the outer free surface is
t z = 2.201, while for Wi = 10 it is at z = 2.269. In the absence of sur-
ace tension from our model, this is a clear demonstration of fluid
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ig. 14. Contour plots of (a) 
r, 
z, (b) P, �̇ , (c) �prr, �prz, (d) �pzz, �p�� on the upper and
ower half, respectively for Wi = 3, ε= 0.02, ˇ = 0.3, a = 0.7, l1 = 1.5, l2 = 25. (For clarity

e show the region 0 ≤ z ≤ 8).

lasticity which forces the material to rebound towards the axis of
ymmetry from its previous highest radial position. It is notewor-
hy that calculations could be performed for even higher values of

i without any numerical difficulties.

.2.3. Effect of solvent viscosity ratio
The ratio of the solvent viscosity to the total fluid viscosity, ˇ,
s an important parameter since it affects significantly the shear
iscosity at high shear rates (see Fig. 10). Fig. 18 depicts contour
ines of �prr (upper half) and �p�� (lower half) for Wi = 4, ε= 0.02,
= 0.9, a = 0.8, l1 = 1, l2 = 50. For this large value of the solvent viscos-

ty ratio, the distance that is needed in order for the flow to become

b
T
r

d

ig. 15. Contour plots of (a) �prz and (b) �pzz around and very close to the outer wall
f the die exit (the region is confined by r ≥ 0.81 and 1 ≤ z ≤ 2.1) for Wi = 3, ε= 0.02,
= 0.3, a = 0.7, l1 = 1.5, l2 = 25.

ully developed outside the die is much larger. Moreover, here the
xtrudate swelling is not as large, although the Weissenberg num-
er is quite large. The contour lines of the radial normal stress have
hanged qualitatively varying in a larger region outside the die in
ontrast to Fig. 14c where they varied mainly around the two triple
ontact points. In addition its maximum values have decreased con-
iderably. As for the azimuthal normal stress, it has relatively small
alues as should be expected given the decreased swelling of the
aterial.
Fig. 19 illustrates the dependence of the extrudate shapes for a

xed Wi number (Wi = 1) and for various values of ˇ. The rest of
he parameters are ε= 0.05, a = 0.9, l1 = 1, l2 = 50. For high values of

the swelling is insignificant, because the large solvent content
akes the fluid behave like a Newtonian one. Nevertheless, as ˇ

ecreases the swelling increases up to about 40% and exhibits a
onmonotonic behavior for the two lower values ofˇ. This probably
ccurs because, as ˇ decreases, elasticity becomes more and more
mportant resulting in larger and larger swelling ratios. However, at
he same time shear thinning also becomes important, since lower
alues of ˇ result in a lower limit for the shear viscosity of the
uid which is proportional to the solvent viscosity ratio. Therefore,
he change in the monotonicity of the swelling is probably caused

y the interplay between material elasticity and shear thinning.
he apparent maximization in extrudate swelling at, ˇ = 0.3 is the
eason that in Fig. 17 we chose that value for ˇ.

It would be interesting to examine the effect of ˇ on the two
ifferent swelling ratios, Swo and Sw. Their dependence on the
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Fig. 16. Contour plots of �pzz, �p�� on the upper and lower half, respectively for Wi = 1, ε= 0.02, ˇ = 0.3, a = 0.7, l1 = 1.5, l2 = 25. (For clarity we show the region 0 ≤ z ≤ 8).
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tially increases with Wi while for larger values, where the effect
ig. 17. Shapes of the calculated free surfaces of the annular extrudate for ε= 0.02,
= 0.3, a = 0.9, l1 = 1, l2 = 30 and various Wi numbers.

eissenberg number for various ˇ is depicted in Fig. 20, while the
est of the parameters are kept constant. The simulations for this
ase were terminated at Wi = 20, since after that value the swelling
f the fluid did not change significantly. The figure shows that the
welling ratio of the outer radius, Swo, increases as ˇ decreases
xcept for the region of 0.7 ≤ Wi ≤ 3, where a change of monotonic-
ty takes place for the two lower values of ˇ. The variation of the
nner swelling ratio is qualitatively the same and is not presented

ere for conciseness. An interesting observation in Fig. 20b is that
he swelling ratio of the thickness for a fixed value ofˇ is a complex
nd nonmonotonic function of Wi. Moreover, for low Wi, the smaller
he solvent viscosity ratio the smaller the thickness swelling ratio,

o
t
m
t

Fig. 18. Contour plots of �prr, upper half, and �p�� , lower half, for Wi = 4, ε= 0.0
ig. 19. Shape of the calculated free surfaces of the annular extrudate for Wi = 1,
= 0.05, a = 0.9, l1 = 1, l2 = 50 and various ˇ.

hereas for larger Wi the thickness swelling ratio is a nonmono-
onic function ofˇ. The monotonicity seems to be recovered though
or even higher values of Wi.

An important parameter for the industrial processes is the pres-
ure drop and, hence, in Fig. 21 we give the dependence of the exit
ressure losses, Ex, on the Wi number for various values of ˇ, while
eeping the rest of the parameters the same. The pressure drop ini-
f fluid elasticity has saturated, it decreases significantly because
he effect of shear thinning has now taken over. Furthermore, the

aximum value of Ex in each curve decreases as ˇ increases, since
hen the fluid tends to the Newtonian limit.

2, ˇ = 0.9, a = 0.8, l1 = 1, l2 = 50. (For clarity we show the region 0 ≤ z ≤ 8).
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ig. 20. Dependence of (a) the outer radius, and (b) the thickness swell ratio on the
i number for ε= 0.05, a = 0.9, l1 = 1, l2 = 50 and various ˇ.

.2.4. Effect of the elongation parameter, ε
Another significant parameter characterizing the flow of PTT flu-

ds is the elongation parameter, ε, because it controls the level of the
longational viscosity, and as it approaches zero, the elongation vis-

osity increases to infinity. The influence of this parameter is more
nvolved because it also affects the shear viscosity of the fluid. In
rder to study its influence on the flow at hand we have plotted in
ig. 22 the contour lines of �pzz (upper half) and �prz (lower half)
or Wi = 2.5, ε= 0.05, ˇ = 0.3, a = 0.7, l1 = 1.5, l2 = 25. Comparing them

o
l
i
r
b

ig. 22. Contour plots of �prr, �prz on the upper and lower half, respectively for Wi = 2.5, ε
ig. 21. Dependence of the exit pressure losses on the Wi number for ε= 0.05, a = 0.9,
1 = 1, l2 = 50 and various ˇ.

ith those in Fig. 14, where the only parameter that is different
s ε, we find that the maximum values of both �pzz and �prz have
ecreased now, since both elongation and shear viscosity decrease
s ε increases.

Fig. 23 gives the shapes of the free surfaces for a fixed Wi num-
er (Wi = 1) and various values of ε. The rest of the parameters are
= 0.3, a = 0.9, l1 = 1, l2 = 30. Clearly the extrudate swelling decreases

s ε increases and both the elongation and shear viscosity of the
uid decrease. This can be seen even more clearly in Fig. 24 which
epicts the two swelling ratios as a function of Wi and for three
ifferent values of ε. The outer radius swell, Swo, decreases with

ncreasing ε, for all Wi. Swi behaves qualitatively the same except
hat it slightly increases with ε for 0.03 ≤ Wi ≤ 0.25. Finally the
hickness swell ratio decreases for all Wi numbers as ε increases
nd depends non-monotonically on Wi.

The effect of the elongation parameter on the exit pressure
osses is presented in Fig. 25. Clearly, the pressure drop decreases

ith ε for all values of Wi because of the increased shear thinning
hat this parameter introduces to the PTT model.

.2.5. Effect of the die opening
The final parameter that can affect the extrudate is the opening

f the annular die. In order to examine its influence, various simu-

ations were performed varying the geometric ratio a. In this case it
s easier to draw quantitative conclusions by depicting the swelling
atios, for example, as a function of Wi�, the Weissenberg number
ased on the annular die gap, ı.

= 0.05, ˇ = 0.3, a = 0.7, l1 = 1.5, l2 = 25. (For clarity we show the region 0 ≤ z ≤ 8).
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Fig. 23. Shape of the calculated free surfaces of the annular extrudate for Wi = 1,
ˇ = 0.3, a = 0.9, l1 = 1, l2 = 30 and various ε.

Fig. 24. Dependence of (a) the outer radius and (b) the thickness swell ratio on the
Wi number for ˇ = 0.3, a = 0.9, l1 = 1, l2 = 30 and various ε.
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ig. 25. Dependence of the exit pressure losses on the Wi number for ˇ = 0.3, a = 0.9,
1 = 1, l2 = 30 and various ε.

To study the effect of the annular die geometry on the stresses
e plotted in Fig. 26 the contour lines of �pzz (upper half) and �prz

lower half) for ε= 0.02, ˇ = 0.3, a = 0.8, l1 = 1, l2 = 30 and for Wi = 2
hich corresponds to Wi� = 10, a value that is the same with that

n Fig. 14. Comparing these two figures we can see that the maxi-
um values of the axial as well as the shear stress have increased

ue to the smaller die gap. However the swelling does not seem to
ave been influenced much. In order to examine more completely
he dependence of the swelling on the geometric ratio, a, we have
lotted in Fig. 27 the two swelling ratios. It can be observed that
or either the lowest or the highest values of Wi� the swelling ratio
f the outer radius (same for the inner one) remains roughly the
ame. In the first case the material behaves nearly as Newtonian
nd in the latter the Wi� is so high that shear thinning increases
nd hides the influence of the increased shear rate as the die open-
ng decreases. For intermediate values of Wi� the swelling ratio of
he outer radius tends to decrease with a. On the contrary the thick-
ess swell ratio increases with a, for low and intermediate values
f Wi�, while for higher values of Wi� it remains roughly the same.
he effect of Wi on all three swelling ratios is monotonic given the
est of the parameter values.

Finally Fig. 28 presents the dependence of the exit pressure
osses on the radius ratio of the annular die. Clearly for the range of
he radius ratios studied, the pressure loss for a given Wi� number
oes not change much with a, though for moderate to high values
f Wi� a slight increase for a = 0.95 is observed. Once more, it is seen
hat Wi� affects non-monotonically Ex, as it increases Wi� < 3 and
hen it sharply decreases. This is because of its dual role: it increases
oth the material elasticity and its shear thinning behavior. The
ame can be seen in Fig. 25.

.2.6. Comparison with experiments
It is important to compare results of our numerical viscoelastic

imulations with existing experimental ones and, simultaneously,
xamine the capability of the PTT model to predict complex flows
f existing polymers. Orbey and Dealy [39] carried out an exper-
mental investigation on the parison swelling of high-density
olyethylene (HDPE) melts for various die geometries. In their
xperiments three different HDPE resins have been used for which

iscometric data were obtained for the shear viscosity and first nor-
al stress difference at 170 ◦C. These are shown in Fig. 29 along with

heir fit as obtained from the exponential PTT model with ε= 0.03,
s = 0,�= 5s,�p = 32000 Pa s and�s = 300 Pa s. These parameter val-
es resulted from a simple (not fully optimized) trial and error
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Fig. 26. Contour plots of �pzz, upper half, and �prz, lower half, for Wi = 2, ε= 0.02, ˇ = 0.3, a = 0.8, l1 = 1, l2 = 30. (For clarity we show the region 0 ≤ z ≤ 6).

Fig. 27. Dependence of (a) the outer radius and (b) the thickness swell ratio on the
radius ratio of the annular die, a, for ε= 0.05, ˇ = 0.3, a = 0.9, l1 = 1, l2 = 50 and various
values of Wi� .

Fig. 28. Dependence of the exit pressure losses on the radius ratio of the annular
die, a, for ε= 0.05, ˇ = 0.3, a = 0.9, l1 = 1, l2 = 50 and various values of Wi� .

Fig. 29. Shear viscosity and first normal stress difference data for HDPE melts at
170 ◦C, from the experiments by Orbey and Dealy [39], along with predictions of
the same properties using a single-mode, affine PTT model with parameter values
resulting from a simple trial-and-error fit to the data.
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Table 5
Comparison of the predictions of the outer radius, thickness ratios and the exit
pressure correction with previous numerical and experimental studies for HDPE
melts

Q = 0.024 cm3/s Q = 0.095 cm3/s Q = 0.238 cm3/s

Swo Sw Swo Sw Swo Sw

Orbey and Dealy [39] 22A 1.33 1.26 1.39 1.28 1.46 1.34
27 1.39 1.54 1.66 1.72 1.71 1.79
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[

[

29 – – 1.51 1.58 1.56 1.75

uo and Mitsoulis [5] 1.30 1.54 1.46 1.79 1.57 2.05
resent work 1.279 1.462 1.493 1.398 1.547 1.404

umerical procedure. The resulting viscosity ratio is ˇ = 0.0093, a
ery small value, which in essence implied that the solvent contri-
ution to shear viscosity is negligible. This is expected to make the
imulations of the process particularly challenging. Considering the
act that only one relaxation time is used to obtain the viscometric
ata of these fluids, one can conclude that the comparison between
he predictions of the PTT model and the experimental data is quite
atisfactory. Obviously a better agreement would be obtained if we
ad used a spectrum with several relaxation times.

The annular gap of the straight die which was used by Orbey
nd Dealy [39] is 1.5875 mm and the outer radius is 6.35 mm which
orresponds to radii ratio˛= 0.75. In Table 5 we present our numer-
cal predictions for the outer radius as well as the thickness ratio
long with the experimental data of Orbey and Dealy [39] and
he predictions of Luo and Mitsoulis [5]. Given that there are no
djustable parameters, but only the viscometric data have been
sed, the overall agreement between our numerical predictions
nd the experimental data is good. The extremely low value of ˇ
nd the rather low value of ε lead to no convergence of the algo-
ithm for the three highest values of flow rate in the experiments,
hich correspond to Wi = 6.75, 13.49 and 33.73. We should note
ere, however, that there is a small discrepancy in the qualitative
ehavior of the predicted thickness ratio. We observe that for the
mallest flow rate, 0.024 cm3/s, the predicted thickness ratio takes
ts largest value, although in the experiments, increase of the flow
ate always resulted in an increase of the thickness ratio. However
e have already seen in Fig. 20 that the variation of the thickness

atio for the lowest value of solvent viscosity ratio (ˇ = 0.111) is not
monotonic function of Wi, which for a given relaxation time and
eometry is proportional to the flow rate. Luo and Mitsoulis [5] have
lso predicted this change of monotonicity, although for larger val-
es of the flow rate. We could possibly attribute this discrepancy to
he inadequacy of our model to predict more accurately the normal
tresses and the fact that we have included in it a single relaxation
ime.

. Concluding remarks

The steady extrusion from an annular die of a viscoelastic fluid
ollowing the PTT constitutive law has been studied. The mixed
nite element method has been combined with a quasi-elliptic
esh generation scheme, which allows accurately capturing large

eformations of the free surfaces of the fluid as it exits the die.
imulations up to high Weissenberg numbers were successful by
sing the EVSS-G method for the calculation of the elastic stresses
ogether with the SUPG method for the weighting of the consti-
utive equations. It was found to be essential to couple the entire

roblem (the velocity and stress fields with the location of the mesh
odes) for obtaining solutions at such high Wi numbers.

Studying the fully developed flow in the straight annular die
evealed the important role that the solvent viscosity can play in
ddition to the fluid elasticity and extensional viscosity. Indeed the

[

[
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resence of a Newtonian solvent may lead to a nonmonotonic vari-
tion of the velocity profiles as the Weissenberg number increases.
esults from a complete parametric analysis have been presented
or the fully developed flow inside an annular die as well as for
he extrusion through such a die. The effects of fluid elasticity, the
longation parameter of the PTT model which is also related with
ts shear thinning behavior and the solvent viscosity on this pro-
ess have been thoroughly examined. The swelling of the extrudate
ncreases with Wi, although for high values of Wi its rate of increase
s diminished since shear thinning becomes significant. As for the
xit pressure losses, they increase initially with Wi reaching a maxi-
um at moderate values of Wi, decreasing however after this point

ecause of shear thinning. Increasing the ratio of the solvent viscos-
ty over the total viscosity, ˇ, increases the Newtonian character of
he material decreasing the extrudate swelling. The magnitude of
he elastic stresses as well as the swelling of the extrudate and the
xit pressure losses decrease with increasing the elongation param-
ter, ε, since the latter reduces the elongation and shear viscosities
f the PTT fluid. In order to compare our model predictions with
he experimental data available in the literature for three HDPE
esins, the only three parameters of the single-mode PTT model
ere determined by fitting through trial and error. These param-

ters were then used in our numerical algorithm to predict the
xtrudate geometry. Our results compared favorably to the experi-
ental ones and those obtained by solving an integral constitutive
odel with eight modes.
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